Molecular modeling approaches for the prediction of the nonspecific binding of drugs to hepatic microsomes.
Molecular modeling approaches for the prediction of the nonspecific binding of drugs to hepatic microsomes were examined using a published database of 56 compounds. Models generated were evaluated using an independent test set of 13 compounds. A pharmacophore approach identified structural features of drugs associated with nonspecific binding. A side-chain amino group and complementary hydrophobic domain were the principal features noted. The use of shape overlays, based on the pharmacophore, in conjunction with a chemical force field in the program ROCS, yielded discrimination between molecules classified as strong binders (experimental fraction unbound in microsomes<0.50) and those with a lower degree of binding (experimental fraction unbound in microsomes>0.50). In the initial data set of 56 molecules, 18 were classified as strong binders (on the basis of the above criteria), and all of those were recovered in the top 22 molecular hits from ROCS. Additionally, computationally generated values of log P were shown to provide a reasonable estimate of the fraction unbound in microsomes, providing the compounds were in their basic form at physiological pH.